Sensate kitchen faucet frees your hands so that you can flow through your kitchen tasks, like getting down and dirty with food prep, without pausing to turn the faucet handle on and off. And you don’t have to worry about spreading the mess, and germs, to the rest of the kitchen.

KOHLER.com/Sensate

The Response technology of the Sensate touchless kitchen faucet responds to your every move, leaving you to wonder how you ever prepped, cleaned and cooked without it.
The state-of-the-art sensor responds in 20 milliseconds. Simply wave your hand or pot or pan through the sensor window for reliable on/off operation every time.
AUTO SHUTOFF

Sensate™ features an automatic shutoff safeguard.
Sensate™ features DockNetik™, our new magnetic docking system that secures the sprayhead in place.
DockNetik™
Our new docking system features magnets positioned in the spout to securely lock the sprayhead in place.

Response™ Technology
Delivers convenient, reliable and hygienic control with a swipe of your hand.
Two-Function Sprayhead
Spray and stream functions help to make light work of kitchen tasks.

Easy Temperature Control
Adjust the water temperature with the handle while the faucet is in use.

ProMotion® Technology
The braided nylon hose ensures it won’t kink or tangle, and the swiveling ball joint provides smooth operation with minimal effort.

BEAUTY & BRAWN
Sleek design meets a workhorse mentality to help you flow more cleanly and easily through your kitchen.
DockNetik™
Our new magnetic docking system secures the sprayhead in place.

Battery-Free
AC power means no batteries to replace.

LED
Lets you know it’s operational and ready to go.

Response+ Technology
Delivers convenient and hygienic control – freeing your hands to tackle kitchen tasks while reducing the threat of cross-contamination.

Manual Override
The faucet can be operated manually in the event of a power loss.
The sensor window begins at the underside of the spout and extends six inches towards the base. Wave your hand through the beam to activate the water stream.

For more information and FAQs, visit KOHLER.com/Sensate.
Sensate Touchless Kitchen Faucet in Polished Chrome
With Black Bonnet  K-72218-B7-CP
With Polished Chrome Bonnet  K-72218-CP

Sensate Touchless Kitchen Faucet in Vibrant® Stainless
With Black Bonnet  K-72218-B7-VS
With Vibrant Stainless Bonnet  K-72218-VS

Touchless Operation
Delivers convenient and hygienic control

Battery-Free
AC power means no batteries to replace

Secure Magnetic Docking
Sprayhead securely locks into place

Lasting Finish
Resists corrosion & wear

Durable Ceramic Valves
A lifetime of exceptional performance

Easy Clean
Wipes clean with a wet cloth

For more information and FAQs, visit KOHLER.com/Sensate.